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This document is the certification of hazard assessment for PPE for the workplace.

Job Hazard analysis

Activity or Process: Building/Room

Prepared By:

Equipment List

Tasks/Steps Hazards - Consequences Controls (Safeguards)
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Tasks/Steps Hazards - Consequences Controls (Safeguards)

Required Training Required PPE

I have read and understand the contents of the job hazard analysis and the controls required to mitigate 
the risks from the identified hazards.
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DateName

I have read and understand the contents of the job hazard analysis and the controls required to 
mitigate the risks from the identified hazards.
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	Campus: Rockville Campus
	Department: Facilities Building Services
	Activity or Process: Disinfecting w/ backpack sprayer 
	BuildingRoom: all
	Job Title: Environmental Safety Specialist
	Supervisor: Sharmila Pradhan
	Prepared By: Mai Toyofuku
	Date: 8/28/20
	Equipment ListRow1: HXPro Backpack Sprayer Manufacturer: Hygienica
	Equipment ListRow2: Halt EPA Registered Disinfectant Manufacturer: Spartan
	HazardsConsequences 1: 1. Residual chemical might be present and may come into contact with hands, eyes, and legs.
	TasksSteps 1: 1. Initial assessment before each use. (check leaks in hoses, nozzles, etc) Check locknut at bottom of sprayer and tighten, check inlet/outlet hose lock nut. 
	ControlsSafeguards 1: 1. Make sure the sprayer is on a secure surface before inspecting it. Chemical Resistant GlovesGogglesRespiratory Protection required if severe use (more than 4hrs per person)Tyvek suit recommended
	TasksSteps 2: 2. Employee dons the proper Personal Protective Equipment before the job begins
	HazardsConsequences 2: 1. Chemical is corrosive and irritating harmful if inhaled causes skin irritation causes serious eye damage. 2. Incorrect donning on of PPE
	ControlsSafeguards 2: 1. The employee must have the following PPE on before operating the sprayer:- Goggles-Splash protection eg. face shield with mask-Respiratory Protection if needed-Chemical Resistant Gloves-Tyvek suit
	HazardsConsequences 3: 1. Splash Hazard-pouring of chemical. 2. Overfilling3.Wrong chemical/incompatible chemicals added. 4.Diluting of chemical to wrong amount.
	TasksSteps 3: 3. Loading of sprayer with diluted Halt disinfectant.- Check the dilution ratio on machine is set to 2oz of Halt per gal of water 
	ControlsSafeguards 3: 1. See PPE in Controls in #22. Do not overfill above the half gal mark.3.Ensure correct chemical is being poured into the sprayer to prevent mixing of different types of chemicals together and diluted properly. 
	HazardsConsequences 4: 1. Chemical will become airborne through electrostatic shock2. This chemical is harmful if inhaled and causes serious eye damage. 3. Fatigue due to weight of the equipment4.Trip Hazard Extension Cord/Electrical hazards 
	TasksSteps 4: 4.Use in a well ventilated area -Employee sprays areas to disinfect must be no  less than 3ft from surface. - Employee must spray and walk in the opposite direction of spraying. - Start with the farthest corner and move away from that location.
	Controls Safeguards 4: 1. See PPE in Controls in #22. Plan path to stay out of the spray and cord. 3. Setting uses coarser droplets not fine mist. 4. Chemical tank filled no more than half and refilled as needed. 5.Take breaks as needed to help prevent fatigue, and possible injury.6. GFCI Extension Cord no more than 75 ft. watch step when spraying
	TasksSteps5: 5. Cleaning of backpack sprayer rinse with clean water after use to remove any remaining Halt
	TasksSteps6: 6. Shutting off of sprayer.
	Required TrainingRow1: Hygienica online trainingSpartan Pandemic DisinfectionPPE Training Hazard Communication Proper Handwashing video Electrical Safety Slips, trips, and falls 
	Required PPERow1: - Goggles-Splash protection eg. face shield with mask-Respiratory Protection needed for prolonged use such as >4hrs-Chemical Resistant Gloves-Tyvek suit
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	HazardsConsequences: 1. Splash hazard2. Spills after use
	ControlsSafeguards5: 1. See PPE in Controls #2.  2. Before shutting off unit turn nozzle head to closed position. 3. Properly attach nozzle on hook of sprayer in upright position.4.Slowly pour water into the sprayer and out to sink. Leave small amount to run through the nozzle until all liquid content is out. 
	HazardsConsequences6: 1. Disconnecting plug, electric hazard. 
	Controls (Safeguards): 1. Turn switch off make sure the pump is stopped. 2. Disconnect plug by pulling from the plug - never pull the wire.
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